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cautionary statement

this presentation contains forward-looking statements about France Telecom’s business, in 
particular for 2011 and 2012. Although France Telecom believes these statements are 
based on reasonable assumptions, the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments 
is subject to numerous risks and uncertainties, including matters not yet known to France 
Telecom or not currently considered material by France Telecom, and there can be no 
assurance that anticipated events will occur or that the objectives set out will actually be 
achieved. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the 
results anticipated in the forward-looking statements include, among other factors, overall 
trends in the economy in general and in France Telecom’s markets, the effectiveness of the 
”Conquests 2015” industrial project and of other strategic initiatives, France Telecom’s 
ability to adapt to the ongoing transformation of the telecommunications industry, 
regulatory developments and constraints, as well as the outcome of legal proceedings and 
the risks and uncertainties related to international operations and exchange rate 
fluctuations. 

more detailed information on the potential risks that could affect France Telecom's financial 
results can be found in the Registration Document filed with the French Autorité des 

Marchés Financiers and in the annual report on Form 20-F filed with the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission. Except to the extent required by law, France Telecom does not 
undertake any obligation to update forward-looking statements.
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in France, xDSL is the winning player in high-speed broadband*

market penetration: <2% of households
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� attractive wholesale regulated tariffs and strong 

competition since many years has led France to present 

one of the highest unbundling rate in Europe (~40% of 

ADSL customers are fully unbundled).

� over the last 10 years, ARPU was pushed up through 

the bundling of services : high-speed internet, TV, VoIP 

(~30€/month)

� since one year, beginning of segmention of the market 

with basic & premium offers

� since a few months the market is seeing the beginning 

of the demand for higher broadband: in 2Q11, 18% of 

the overall broadband net adds were on very high 

broadband

� cable market share is reducing (from 75% at the end of 

2010 to 73% at 1Q11 and 72% at the end of 2Q11)

� at the end of June 2011, 1.2m homes are FTTH 

connectable for 155k FTTH customers

� orange is the market leader in FTTH with a 47% market 

share

high-speed broadband: highly penetrated market largely xDSL dominated…

in millions 
of households

…of which 550k households are equipped with very-high speed broadband

*  All figures are 2Q11 ARCEP figures
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needs for very high speed broadband are increasing
steadily, above performances of asymetrical networks
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what I can do with FTTH:

fast internet navigation  

send 10 emails with 10Mo in attachment
in 2 seconds

download 1 mp3 album (50 Mo) 
in 3 seconds

download an 200 pictures photo album (1Go) 
in 1 mn and 20s

download a movie (800 Mo) 
in less than a minute

benefits from a lower latence and 
a reliable connexion for online gaming

several HD TV stream at the same time

39% of households 3D ready in 2015*

FTTH boosts

current

applications 

FTTH 

enables

new 

usages 

in a clear regulation context and in a competitive market, Orange has announced 

an ambitious FTTH deployment plan to serve these new customer needs

*  FT-Group estimates
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FTTH : the choice for the most efficient and future proof 
solution vs FTTC (and FTTB)

bandwidth / 
reachability

FTTC FTTH

100+ Mbps
With FTTH, 
reachability is no 
longer an issue

cost

FTTH is less OPEX 
intensive than FTTC/B 
since most FTTH active 
equipment is managed 
at MDF

FTTC CAPEX are not 
re-usable as part of a 
FTTH deployment

Coverage

2005 2009 2015

< 20 Mbps
ADSL / ADSL2+

< 100 Mbps 100+ Mbps

FTTHFTTHFTTHFTTHVDSL2

DSL

window of 
opportunity

FTTB

VDSL speed is 25 to 
30 Mbps for a 
700 m distance to 
the street cabinet 
(average in France)

FTTC is less CAPEX 
intensive than FTTH 
in urban areas

VDSL speed is 50 to
100 Mbps when 
fiber terminates at 
the building

FTTB saves on 
indoor wiring but 
requires active 
equipment 
installation in the 
building
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orange ambition and strategy - deployment

very 

dense

areas

dense

areas

other
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FTTH 
standalone 
investment 

with 
wholesale 
offers for 
network 

mutualisation 
with other 
operators

FTTC 
standalone 
or shared 

investment 

FTTH 
shared 

investment 
with local 
authorities

possible later migration

investment in other areas only with public subsidies

70%

31%
50%

22%

47%

44%

82%57%
45%

38%

42%

44%

48%

42%

57%
48%

45%43%

47%
36%

51%
90%

planned home 
passed
penetration by 
2020
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regulation in very dense areas

� each operator deploys its own network very close to households (horizontal)

� shared access/mutualisation point within buildings counting a minimum of 12 homes

� the operator chosen to build the vertical fibre has to ask other operators if they want to share

the costs for subsequent access to the building

� for smaller buildings (<12 homes) or individual houses, the shared access/mutualisation point is

for a maximum of 300 homes

optical network node other operators

optical network 
node Orange

building

CP

CP

CP*

shared
access

connected buildings

wire buildings with

fibre vertical shaft

connected households

install fibre at home

GPON or 

point-to-point

mono-fibre or 

multi-fibre

* connection Point
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regulation in less dense areas 

� mono-fibre only

� shared access/mutualisation point: minimum 1,000 homes

� wholesale offer from the shared access/mutualisation point to the connection point available

(Orange offering): other operator can choose to either co-finance upfront (capacity shared) with

a small on-going recuring fee or a full wholesale offer (price per line)

� ARCEP accepted the Orange wholesale offer and Iliad already signed a contract with Orange

optical network node
other operators

optical network 
node Orange shared 

access

connection 
point

connection 
point

househouse

CP

CP

CP*

home passed

roll out fibre

in the street

connected buildings

wire buildings with

fibre vertical shaft

connected households

install fibre at home

building

* connection Point
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ambition and objectives

� plan to invest 2 billion euros in the FTTH program over the period 2011-2015

� deployment of fibre-optic networks in 3,600 French cities by 2015. This will be spread across 220 gathering 

of cities (conurbation), including all large and medium-sized town or cities.

� the Group will offer network coverage for 11 million French homes by 2015 and 16 million by 2020.

2014-2015

€1bn

2011-2013

€1bn

� in very dense areas: long term investment to secure the future 

and gain first mover advantage with an expected return from:

— win-back of market share

— increase ARPU and secure wholesale revenues

— network substitution by 2020-2025

— #1 in fibre in 2015

� in dense areas: 

— improve Quality of Service and ARPU

— strengthen customer loyalty

— #1 in fibre in 2015

key objectivesphasing of fibre CAPEX
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